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Introduction
The authority of the Bible in the modern period, that is, since the
rise of critical historical methods is such an extensive and complex
problem that it is clearly impossible to treat it in any detailed manrier
within the scope of this paper.
'
,
The subject is extensive, for it covers a period of almost 170 years
of development of Christian thought, both on the Continent and in the
English-speaking world. The' year 1800, the traditional land mark
in the modern era in Protestant thought, is a very convenient and
useful starting point for our concern in this paper also. The extensive
period, however, can be divided into four sub-periods as follows: The
Dominance of Liberalism; Reaction of the Fundamentalists and
Mediating Theologians; Reign of Neo-Orthodo~ and Existentialism;
and Radical Theologies of the sixties.
'
Furthermore, only a few dominant thinkers and movements in
each of the sub-periods could be treated herein and that too only
in a summary form.
The problem is complex because the term 'authority' can be used
in very many ways. During the period under review, there have
been ~any and varied claims to the authority of the Bible. Almost
every theologian has claimed that he has· been concerned that his
formulations are 'in accordance with the Scriptures'. The classical
expression of this concern can be found in Karl Barth's dictum that
the theologian's task is to inquire 'What we ourselves must say on
basis of the Apostles and the Prophets' .1 But it has not been clear
in what way each theologian determines the content and basis of the
Biblical authority. Therefore, it is important that first we narrow d,own
our terms of reference in our present study.
·
The Perspective
The term 'authority' with reference to Scriptures or any body of
literature may be used basically in two dimensions. 2
• Rev. C. Duraisingh is on the):;taff of the United Theological College,
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,
1 D. H. Kelsey, 'Appeals to Scripture in Thoology', Journal of Religion,
48 (Jan. 1968), p. 1. .
~ 2 'l;'he initial insight for a two-fold classification comes out of Kelsey's
excellent article cited above,

A. Authority as a property of the Bible; that is, as an intrinsic
quality that the Bible contains within itself, as it were.
. B. Authority as a dimension of relation to theology and life;
that is, the Bible becomes an 'authority' when it is determinately related
to what is said or done in theology or life.
In the history of Christian thought since 1800, one can observe
both types of usages. While those MTho hold on to A may also hold
' on to B, those who accept the B dimension of authority need not
accept the first, A.
Authority as an intrinsic property, position A, may be claimed by a
Christian for th~ .Bible by referring to one of the following:
(A-:i) The Bible as an objectively inspired document by God.
Whatever be the mode of divine inspiration, whether
· verbal, propositional or plenary, since God has inspired
the writing, the handing down and canonising of the
Scriptures, it has an intrinsic and an objective authority.
(A.:ii) , The Bible as the locus of the Word. Since the Word of God,
Jesus Christ, is present in the words of the Bible, the
words have an intrinsic authority as property.
.

The authority of the Bible in its relational dimension can also Qe
used in two general and distinctly different ~ys.
.
.
(B-i) It can be used in a relational way as one of the fact~rs or the
only factor by which the theologian . understands hims~lf,
his world and God. . We shall call this, the illuminating
relational authority. The Bible is aqthoritative only in
as far as it influences and helps to shape the Christian,'s
self-understanding~ .· ·
. (B-ii) Secondly, the Bible can be authoritative in so far as a
Christian relates to it .to validate his argument, using ii: a8
his supportive datum or warrant.
· ·· · ·
.
In the following discussion, we shall find that in each period one .
-or the other of the two dimensions of biblical authority specified above
becomes dominant. It is my thesis that by and large there is an
·onward thrust towards more and more of the :first aspect of the secon_d
type of authority· (B-i), namely, the illuminating relational -authority
-in the course of the past 170 years, and also that perhaps it is the most
Ielevant and meaningful option for us today. ··. Now let us turn to a '
discussion of the underst_anding of Biblical authorjty in various
:sub-periods of our era;

1• . The Period of Liberalism
The tremendous chap.ge in the understanding of the authority
-of the Bible _that came about in the period of liberal theological domination, starting from the turn of the 18th century' to the first decade
-of the 20th century, is due to many causes. The following discussion
identifies a few of them. But our main concern is to assess the varied
.
.approaches to the problem of the authority of the Bible. ·
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.(i)

The rise of Historical Criticism and Challenge to A-i

The single most influential movement in this period is that of
historical criticism. 3 Towards the end of the 18th century, on the
heels of the Enlightenment and Romanticism, Lessing, Herder and
Eichhorn had composed analyses of the Bible. The. shifting of the
study of the. Bible from the Church to schools and universities of secular
nature boosted the interest in a historical critical approach to the Bible.~
Kant and Hegel also influenced the trend. Through all these factors,
and through a genuine and romantic sense of freedom., the way for
impartial objective research into the historical backgrounds of the Bible
was opened up.
·
This research resulted in the critical historical method becoming
_'almost the only legitimate method for biblical exegesis. In certain ·
cases, critical method was simply identified with exegesis. As a result,
first, the hitherto unchallenged presupposition that revelation was.
·contained in the inerrant propositions written down in the Bible by
authors who were directly inspired by God was rejected. Both in
Germany, and through its influence in England, it was argued that the
Scriptures must be approached in the same way as any. other piece
of literature. In the words of Bishop E. Law of Carlisle, the Bible
must be approached 'with the same freedom that we do, and find we
-must do, with every other book we desire to understand' ,6
Secondly, Hegelian dialectics led to a whole new understanding
ofthe development of ideas and propositions. F. C. Baur, a thoroughgoing ·Hegelian and founder of the Tubingen School, as well as his
-students, approached biblical history and ideas with the method ·of
:dialectical process. They held that · ideas came to their complete
exptession only gradually through the conscious setting Jorth of thesis,
antithesis and their resolution in a synthesis. This led the· early
Tubingen' s~holars to deny both A-i and A-ii. Therefore, any possibility of direct inspiration from outside or any supernatural activity of
God was rejected. References to Christology', soteriology and miracles
for example were considered as 'unhistorical accretions made by the
Early Church' from: the neighbouring mystery cults.6
Hermann Gunkel, the pioneer explorer of the historico-religious
interpretation of the 0. T. attemptec:\ to demonstrate that many biblical
narratives, for example the idea of the beginning and end of time, were
from the extra-biblical legends of the Ancient Mediterrenian peoples.
rather than direct inspirations from God.
8 Though historical criticism did not originate only in the period under
consideration, it was in the late 18th century the stage was set in Germany
for full-fledged historical criticism.
' H. F. Hutson, 'Some Factors In the Rise of New Testament Criticis~' ~
Journal of Religion, 22 Gan. 1942), pp. 89 ff. •
5 Quoted in H. D. Mac Donald, Theories of Revelation: An Historical
Study 1860-1960, (London, Allen and Unwin, 1963), p. 102.
·. · A. M. Ramsey, 'Authority of. the Bible' in Peake's Commentary On the
Bible, eds. H. H. Rowley and Black. (London, Nelson, 1962),. p. 6.
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Thirdly, through E. Trodtsch, the - historical-religious schooL
became very relativistic. For him, 'to be historical and relative isidentical'', and therefore, whatever is historical cannot be absolute.This implied that Christianity and its historical expressions, including
the Bible and the process of the Canon, are purely relative historical_
phenomena, and as such they are all subject to the principle of causality.
The words of the Bible could not therefore be timeless truth addressed
from outside to the world at large and for all time. This led to the
understanding of the Bible as a part of the religious literature of mankind and Jesus as one of the most unique religious leaders.
Thus, the rise of the historico-critical school first challenged and
then rejected the idea of the authority of the Bible as A-i and A-ii.
In what way then did the early liberals.find the scriptural authorityi>
At least for some it was based upon immediate religious experience•.
Herein a tendency tow¥ds dimension B can be seen.
(ii)

Authority of the Bible and_ Religious Experience

F. Schleiermacher, the Father of Liberal Theology, insisted that:
the basis of authentic religion is not doctrine nor confession whetherin the form of Scriptures or Creeds but the immediate religious·.
experience of the divine~ No external authority -of purely objective
revelation delivered at a given time in history could become normative.
As A. G. Hebert says, 'Thus the view of the Bible having the term.
religious experience for its k~y word came to be widely accepted'. 8 ·~
This implied again a rejection of A-i, or at. least of the absoluteand exclusive authority of the Scriptures, and opened up the possibility
of listening to God through other literafures based upon religious- .
experience. Lichtenberger expresses this trend in exaggerated.
language.
·
'The holy books have become the Bible
in virtue of their own power, but they
do not forbid any other book from being
ot becoming a Bible in its turn. 9
This attitude was gaining ground also .in Britain as it is manifested in the epoch-making volume 'Essays and Reviews', published:
in 1860.
Secondly, the traditional identification of the Bible with the Word
of God was also rejected. As B. E. Meland observes, after Schleier-macher,
7 0. W. Heick, A History of Christian Thought, (Philadelphia, Fortress;-.
1966). VI, II, p. 253.
8 A. G. Hebert, Authority of the Old Testament, (London, Faber, 1947),.
p. 33.
9 R. M. Grant, A short History of the Interpretation of the Bible, (New York
Macmillan, 1963), p. 155.
·
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'Ritschlian theology, while it continued the .
emphasis upon feeling and experience which
had characterised the thought of Schleiermacher,
narrowed the appeal to a specific object within
the Christian tradition. The object· was the
person of the historic Jesus. Accordingly, the
appeal to Christ, or more particularly, the
appeal to the immediate experience of the
person of Christ, replaced the appeal to
experience, based upon the sense of dependence.l0
This natural move of liberal theol~gy from religious experience
in general to the immediate experience of Christ in particular furthered
the attack on mere identification of the Scripture and the Word of
God, Jesus Christ Himself. As such, it is a move away from A-ii
3Dd towards B-i. In England, the essayists in Essays and Reviews
openly attempted to break the popular biblicism of the time and to
.attack the 'evils. (that) have flowed to the people of England, otherwise free enough ... from an extreme and too ~xclusive Scripturalism' .11
This they did by categorically affirming that 'the Word of God is
·Contained in the Scripture, whence it does not follow that it is co~
·extensive with it'.12
·
Thirdly, the liberal insistence upon religious experience coupled
with its characteristic openness to the pluralism of the day inade it more
-difficult for the liberals to make a qualitative distinction between the
Scriptures and other inspired works. Schleiermacher in Christian
Fait}) conceded,
'It becomes difficult to avoid a widened application of
the idea, to the effect every original ideal which arises in
the soul whether for action or for a work of art ...
may be regarded as revelatiim ••. Indeed it would be
difficult to draw any clear dividing line at all between
what is revealed and what comes to light through
·
inspiration in a natural way.'lS

(iii) Scientific Concept of Evolution
. Though in the beginning of the. 19th . century science was an
avowed opponent of the Bible, by the_ mid~e of the century it· became
a useful servant in Biblical criticism in the hands of the liberal thea..,
logians. Within a short period after the publication of Dilrwfu's
Origin of Species, in 1859, the theory of evolution was accepted and
to. Quoteq in McDonald, op. cit., p. 177, fn. 2.
• n G. W. H. Lampe; 'The Bible Since the Rise of Critical Study' in D.
Nine~, Ed. Church's Use of the Bible: Past 'and Present (London, SPCK,
1963), p. 127.
.
u Ibid.
1a Christian Faith, Vol. II, (New York, Harper and R.ow, 1963), p. 51
(Italics added)
r

used in the study of religion 'and the Bibte. The notion of an evolu~
tionary progress of religious and moral ideas among the Jews was
·
uncritically aecepted. . ·
' ·As -~ co&i~quence, the Bible itself became a record of the progressive growth of human religious consciousness. This meant that
the late~ the period in the history of Israel, tqe more inspired were the
narratives: For example, the· caitonical prophets who spoke of the
love, .holines~ and justice of God were said to be inspired, whereas the
primitive ideas had .no inspiration whatsoever. This led to ·t he idea
of degrees of inspiration within and without the Bible, and hence
many liberals found some portions of the Scriptures more authorit~
ative than ··the others.
'·
Secondly,: evolutionary :theory, far niore than historical criticism,
challenged the: truth~claims for various ·accounts in the Bible such as
the Genesis story of creation and the Fall. Therefore, theologians began
to accept that biblical· statements were not infallibly revealed truths
but hi.imall' interpretations of the world around them for theological
and aetiological purposes.

(iv) Man's moral consciousness and the Jesus of History
Most liberal theologians, influenced by Kantian and later Ritschlian
moral consciousnes~, approached the Bible as evidence for the historical
evolution of the moral awareness in man 'from a primitive religiosity,
through the moralistic religion ofthe prophets, up to Jesus, the great
teacher and master~.n The Bible is not the 'Word of God' with autho~
rity as its intrinsic property. But its highest portions evidence and
validate man's moral awareness and inspire a new morality, love of God
and forgiveness. In Jesus, however, the highest point of authority
was eVidenced. Many of ·the Liberals held that Judaic-apocalyptic
and hellerustic influences ,pegan to colour and twist the true image
of the historical Jesus withiD a few deciules; and the whole process was
retrogressive . . Hence Jesus, as portrayed in the Gospels and the New
Testament 3s a whole, could not be the true historical Jesus at all.
This conclusion called the Liberals to reconstruct the Jesus of history.
The liberal pic~e ofJesns given by Harnack, Wrede and others stands
as a clear sign that the Liberals misused the understanding of the
authority of Scripture that we have represented as B~ii.
:·As Reid observes, 'whenever this is done, only parts of the scripture
have any present:.. day meaning•••• One does not, on this view, interpret;
oQeilelects',l6 TheJesusofHarnack's Whatls Christianity is a product
Of reductionism and sele.ction.
·
Thh:lhgh: the whole period of liberal movement, as we have observed,
there was an. attempt to rejeCt the idea of Biblical authority as property
in the sense of both A-i, and A~ii. There was a move from an authority
ba5~d upon mere_religious expeJ;ience with which.they started, to base
it more on the person, Jesus.Himself. The Bible becomes authoritative
u J. K. S. Reid,
1957), p. 143.
11 Ibid.

5
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to the extent -tllll.t it enlightened and. quickened man's experience of
Jesus, and to" the eld:ent that itva_lidated the. liberal understanding of
man. This was a beginning of a move toward B-ii. . JJut their Kantian
and Hegelian pre~uppositions were not adequate to lead them towards
a full expr~s~ion of ;B-i or B-:ii.
'

.

'

RetUti~ bj t~ Fundamejitalis#. and the Early Mediating Thea. logians ·
.. ·
·
·~
·
Both in German~ and in the English~speaking: world, the liberal
attitude to the Bible was;challenged. by groups of fundamentalists and
those who . took a mediating ·position;
(i) The Fundamentalists' reaction: The attack of the fundamentalists on:the~liberal:attitude to the Bible wa8}ong and sustained. A. H.
Sayee vehemently opposed the historical method itself, saying that
the term 'higher. criticism' :was an unfortunate one and that it had
only the appearailce ~ Of .pretentiousness and that it ha.d conscious
and. dubieus presuppositions behind it.18 Baxter, J. Smith, Bishop
Wilberforce, were some of the leaders of the conservative reactionaries
in England. Their attack on the liberals was on three grounds:
(a) That thelibei:afs a8crib'e auth~ri~ t~ only portions of the Bible•
.(b) that- the liber!ll· view -fails to do justice to the divine reality,
·
and to thingS that ·ca\i'sed- ihe •Bible to be written, and pre. served 'it through a Canon;.
.
(c) that its attitUde to biblical au~ority' is founded on arbitrary
presuppositions of its own; a:nd _dubious philosophies of the
era.
;.

i.

. As an alternative they re-emphasised biblical authority as a property:
.A-i: This was hi15ed upon a rigorous doctrine of the verbal inspiration
and therefore the inerrap.cy 'of the Scriptures. God ~ the author of
the Scriptures, every pai:t ·of it: Men are involved only as his organs
and instruments: ' Hence the Bible shares in the authority which is
. .
'
proP.er to God, its author.
'
· ,But ill the first decade of the 20th -century men like Warfield,
Oq, and Moule, authqrs of a ·serie$ of Tracts called Fundamentals,
modified 'tllis po~iti~n 'and said,
'It is not what the Scriptur~ actually says ·that is inerraD.t and
infallible, but what Gqd inten~~ ~he Scripture to say to us. : The
meanjng which ,God. as. th~ true author of the Scriptures,
intends to convey to u8 is apprehended only .when ~hrough the
il},umination ,of the. Holy Spirit w~ .discern the deep symbolic
truth
beneath
the· \_ hteral .sense·L :of the
words',l7
_, .:
• ..
.
.
.
·. ·; 'J:'hlis the author.ity of the :Bit:He 'w.~' lifted from the literal words,
to tHe ~ivine intenti?r( · · ' S~ncd?crip~re is. the focus of God's intentionL
the Word, ·(however deep· beneath 'the· outward· words it may· be),
the Bible sb,ares in the objective authority _as _its property: A-ii.
·

1a
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·. It is a pity, however, that even 60 years after the Tractarian Fundamentalists, many conservatives still attempt to .base the authority of
the Bible purely on the dogma of infallible texts. .,J. D.. Smart speaks
of a volume Revelation and the Bihle, recently edited by C. F. H; .Henry;.
wherein the dogma of the infallible authority. of the-text is advocated.
He also refers to a recently organised .'E,vangelical Theological Association' which requires of its members. only that they agree or affirm the
infallibility of Scripture . and thereby its infallible authority as . a
property.lll
·
(ii) The Early Mediatitzg Theologi~ns and the birth of the idea of Salvatw~

History

The early mediating theologians both in Germany and in England
questioned the liberal attitude to Biblical authority based merely
on the 'inspired ~religious consciousness'. The liberal notions of
degrees of authority of the different parts of the ScriptUres and that' of a
progressive revelation were also questioned. · But they were prepared
to use the available historical-critical method,
.
In .general, the mediating theologians position could be described
at A-ii. For they tendeq ~o uphold the inspiration. of the writers
and the possibility of spiritUal exegesis. ' The a:ut;hority ofthe Scripture was, for:·soine ofthem,.to be found in that fact the Bible truthfully
recorded the divine revelatory,)1cts in men ,and history · as a whole.
Therefore, the words of the lJible·contained the truth of revelation in
thHm. But the context of such a revelation is the 'Yhole redemptive
history of God's peo.ple. As R. M. Grant points out, the idea of
Heilsgeshichte first originates in the mediating theologians of Tiibingen.
J. T. Beck of Tiibingen, in his reaction against the Tiibingen liberals,
insisted that the Bible contained the truth of the 'history of salvation' ;19
As such, Scripture is qualitatively different from any other historical
work and therefore required different kind of treatment. The authority
of the Bible should also be seen as unique and intrinsic forit contains
the truth of revelation of God ~ the special histo.rY of God's people
aild that of his saving events. · .
· . · ·
.
·
, In bri~f, the £undameotalist . reaction is a reaffirmation of precritical understanding of the biblical authority merely as intrinsic
property hecau~ of infallible -. inspiration. The early ·mediating
Theologians through their openness to historical criticism tended
toward A-ii.
··
,,

(iu) Neo-Orthodoxy, ExiStentf:alis.m,, atid British Biblical Scholars
·. The first half of the 20th Century saw a great revival in the discussion of the authqrjty of the Bible. Three groups of theologians
have played vital roles i.Ij the renew~d. debate on biblical authority:
The ne~-orthodpx theologians, ·existep.tialists and_ a group of British
Bible-scholars.· We shall briefly coJ}sider. the. contribution of three
18

J. D. SII\art, 'The Interpretation of Scripture',

(Londo~,

SCM, 1961),

p. 214.
11

R. M. Grant, op. cit., p.

15.~ .
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individuals, one from each of the above mentioned groups: we choose
Karl Barth, Bultmann and C. H. Dodd, since they have offered the
most significant contributions to the discussion.
.
Before identifying the specific contribution of any one of them;
it might be in order to make some general comments about the hackground. Both through the impact of the new science of depth psychology and through the personalistic philosophy of Martin Buber, there
came about a revolution in epistemology. This revolution has taught
us that personal knowledge is a matter of an 1.:.Thou relationship and
subject-to-subject encounter and not a matter of objective intellectual,
critical knowledge. This had a _tremendous impact upon theol6gy
with respect to doctrines of religious knowledge and revelation. Revelation is no longer understood as the communication of an objective
body of truth but rather God as a subject encountering and communi,.
eating himself to man. John Baillie, discussing this monumental
change in religious knowledge, says,
. ~' . . ..
'properly speaking, revelation has pla~ only within
the relationship of pen;on to person•.ao ·
Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament says,
'revelation is not the communication of supernatural
knowledge ail.d not the stim,ulation of numinous feelings
•.. ·... but is quite essentially the action of Yahweh • . . . i
His offering of Himself in fellowship'. 21
·
This basic insight is shared by all the three men and hence we
hear about theology of encounter; theology of. Christ, etc. No~ we
tum to Karl Barth.
·
'
·
(i) Karl Barth
Barth's understanding of the authority of the Bible is dependent
upon his doctrine of revelation with his dialectical method. He
states that God cannot be known by reason as an object and that
he can be known only by an 1-Thou encounter. Such a personal
knowledge which is born out of God encountering man and offering
Himself to him cannot be .in verbal or propositional form, nor can
it be analysed or classified as mere 'religious experience'.
(a) By means of the doctrine of revelation as SJibject-to-subject
encounte~, Barth can negate a static authority of the Bible as its
essential property, A-i. For him, Scripture is the occasion on which
the true event of the Word of God occurs. Bible being the occasi.Qn
it can be scrutinised by historical criticism and as all human works
or like all historical records, it is also open to investigation,. · He asks,
·
'Why lllld wherein does 'the Biblical witness po~ess
authority? PreCisely in this, that it claims no authority
at all for itself, that its witness eonsistS' in allowing
that Other Thing to be itself!
·' ·
10 John Baillie, Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought, (New York, Columbia,
U. P., 1956). p. 25.
n Quoted by J. Baillie, op. cit., pp. 34, 35.
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. He goes on to warn~
'Hence we do the Bible a misdirected honour and one
unwelcome to itself, if we directly identify it with this
Other' Thing; the .revelation itself'. 22

ln. this statement it is clear that Barth does not fall into the notion
of Authority as seen in A-ii either.
(b) However, for Barth the Bible as th_e written form of the occasion
wherein the Word meets man has an authoritative role. The Word
'waits for us in the words of prophets and. apostles'. Therefore,
the Bible has a unique authority which far exceeds that of any later
tradition controlled by the Church.
(c) While 'these writings, a8 God's Word in human words expound
themselves '· .. ', 'this self expounding clarity is realised only as the
reader becomes actively involved in the services of exposition'. 23
This does indicate that the Bible in itself has no static authority but
its authority is in relation to its becoming the moment of the r;eader's
encounter with the Word. Is this not a move toward the understanding of Biblical authority as seen in B-i? ·
For Barth, in standing before the :aible we do not stand before
authority itself. Rather we stand before that in which, as we hear it, '
we hear God himself speaking. 'The authority of Holy Scripture is
not a possession of Holy Scripture.... Holy Scripture is authoritative
because God Himself takes it. and speil.ks through it'. 24
(d) However, Barth doe8 refuse to admit the competence of historical critical method to go 'behitid' the text to explor~ the historical
authenticity of the words of the text itself seen as a ·part of the canon
and hence as normative for Christian doctrine.115
(e) Treating the Bible as witness to God's revelation, Barth again
calls for a distinction betwc:;en the witness and the revelation; moreover,
he is able to see it as the chief among the human witnesses, and the
difference arid uniqueness is in its theme, Jesus Christ, and in the
quality of the_ 'special men •.• who confront us in what they wrote';
Scripture thus has the· unique priority. Scripture does not deny that
there are other witnesses.
But' what one cannot understand
Barth is how he cin conclude
that as the original witness to God's revelation and as the 'historically
oldest document', the Bible also is 'the word of God itself' .118 . To
suppose that originality makes the Bible the present Word of God is

m

".'l.
Jbid.
saP. Schilling, Contemporary Continental Theologians, (London, S.C.M.
66), p. 28.
u J, K. S. Reid, op. cit., p. 221.
B6 Ibid., p .. 29.
86 Church Dogmatics, Vol. I: Part 2 (Edinburgh, T. and T. Clarke, 1956),
p. 557. Besides, Barth's occasional 'take it or leave it' approach to the Scriptures leaves one wondering whether he hilS really freed himself from an uncritical t'evelational positivism.
II
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falling back into Orthodoxy and perhaps against the purpose of Scripture itself. One wonders whether Barth has not fully guarded himself
against a possible ·understanding of his position as A-;ii.
(f) Finally Barth also .understands the autherity of Scripture in
the sense of B-ii. David Kelsey demonstrates that, Barth uses the
Scripture to v(Llidate and authoriSe hi~ fu.eological conClusions' .27
Thus we find Barth rejects A-i and by and large is against A-ii•
though occasionally he seems to make the simple identification of the
Scriptures and. the Word -of God. By ·his insistence' on the ·Bible
as the occasion wherein the event, Word; occurs, he formulates the
authority in the sense of B-i. He affirms, through very skilful Ulle, the
validating relational authority: B-ii.
(g) This validating authority is seen inter~ of Barth's Christology.
Along with the Reformers, Barth also identifies a unifj.ed single theme
in the Scriptur~ and it is Jesus ·christ. His Christology offers the
matedal principle.
, ._

(ii) Bultmann and E:Jeistentialism
The contribution of the existentialist school, specially that of Buttmann, Tillich, Fuchs and Buri to the modern l;lin_<;l.erstanding of Biblical
authority is very significant. Herein we shall concern ourselves only
with the work of Bultm:ann.
Bultmann is making use of the existential philosophy of Martin
Heidegger in his presentaticm ofthe Christian· faith for lie is convinced
that there is a remarkaple relationship and sympathy between the
understanding of the human self in· :t;<:?Ustentialism ~d in· the Bible.
The l;>asic concern'of existential philosophy is.t0 'develop in suitable
concepts the understanding of existence thatjs given with human
existence'. 28
~.
. Bultmann's approach to the Bible theref01:e starts with Fragestellung,
the pl;ltting of the question, man's question inquiring about something
that is of concern tQ his, own existence.: Bultip.ann· ~ells us that when
he gqes to the Bible, the que11tion to \Yhi.ch he is; ~eeking tl].e answer
is the question of human self existen~e.~ Then this ;self up.derstanding
(that arises out of the Fragestellung being addressed to· the . Bible)
is expressed in. a coherent syst~m -of meaningful categories. (the.Begrijjlichkeit). The new system .Of Categories given to u.s in existentialism
replaces old categories ofthe naturaJ world and. gives us 'existentials'
applicable to human existence.;:.·
· ,>.; ·
(a) This ieads Bultmann to understimcf revelation ba&ically .as 'an
occurrence that puts me in a new situation as a self', opening up 'what
is hidden which.is absolutely necessary and de¢sive for man if he is to
achieve . . . authenticity'. so
· ··
D. Kelsey, op. cit., pp. 11 ff.
Quoted in J. Macquarrie, An Existentialist Theology;· (N. Y.,· 'Harper,
1955), p. 10.
.' •
',-·,o
~~:Ibid., p; 11..
80 R. Bultmann, Existence and Faith (N~w York, Meridian Books 1960),
p. 59.
.
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(b) The New Testament not 'Only tells us what the revelation is,
but also 'thatit is'.81 In other words it is th'e:N ew Testament that puts
us ' in the line of revelation, which is. an; occurrence. ·· Like · Barth,
Bultm~n also sees ·that the ~Bible is t~e oe~oli; in whi~~ the eV.ent of
revelation can occur. Hence, Bultmann's · pruna.cy J1lterest m the
Bible is not for the was (whatnessJ..of revelation;· but rather the d4s
(that) of it.. ::.
·
,. · · . · ..
. (c) But this occurrence is ·n ot :part. of hu.map life; rather,- it 'breakS ·
in upon it from outside'; When applJU:lg this to the Bible,. a pheno•
menon within human life, the Bible is not revelation, but in and through
it revelation occurs from ou~ide. This is a rejection· of biblical
authority both in the sense of A~i and A-ll_. - · T~- Bible. therefore in
itself ·~ a historical docuqu;nt .is usele!!S for true self-und~rstanding
through · revelation. Therefore, all. tools of historical research (in:cluding that of demythologising) should be emp~oyed. . B~,~:t the ,p urpose is to 'hear the Scriptures as the Word of God •• . which· is addressed to me, as a kerygma.; it~ ~n event which happens here and now'.83
Elsewhere he adds that the 'Bible becorms for me . a word addressed
perso~ally to me, whi~ rtot ~~y i~for~.lqle< about existen,ce in g~t;lerai
but gtves me real enstence. ...
·
..
. . ..
·
Thus the Bible becomes Goi;l;s.Word, autroritative in.so far as it is
. addressed to him to illuminat~ an~ ~hape his eXistence into an.autheJ;ltic
one. This is an .affirmation of B-i. · , .
.
·
(d) This does not . me~ ·Bultm~~ :J~s int~ a .th()rcn~ghgoing
subjectivism that may lead him to.•rj!ad·, .whatever- his existe.1,1tial
situation demands frot:n .ihe ~ible. No!: it is here that ·his concepts
of kerygma and the Word become important. K,~rygn:ia j8 .the .event
in which 'God's ·.word. hidden .;n the S~riptures'·· comes aliv~. a:s a
proclamation addressed partj.cularly to me . ~n" my sit:Ua~on. It i_s
therefore an act•of God in which thefword comes alive !Uld en<;oti.nter,s
me. At the same time it does· meal) that '·the.fact tha:Uhe word of the
ScriptUres is God's Word ~at be demonstrated p~J.ectiyely'.u :· .
(e) . Since the N.T. is a d,ocument of history, thro.u,gh crit~cal and
historical ' investigations, one can rero~tru-;>t . a p~cture .qf primitive
Christianity but this appro~9,1 can haYe na..'m~~g . fql,", :t.he present.
Therefore, the authoritative use of the Bible .can .cQme ·only when it
becomes 'an expression of an understan.ding of human existence which
for the man of today• also is e,· pQssibility foq:he ·li.Dderstanding of
himself'.86 Be~use of:this, for Bul~~arm; the task, Qf.Ne:w .Testam~~t
theology itself is ~to make cleat·~ believing:self•und'eJ;s~anding of map.
in reference to .the keryg$'.88..
Ibid., p. 72~
.. ' ' .
Quoted in Bowden and Richmond (Ed.), A Reader in Contemporary
Thtology, (London, S.C.M., ..1967); p; •45.
11 Ibid., p. 42.
N Jbid., p, 45,
.
, .. · . ·
. . .
88
R. Bultmann, Theology of New Testain~~{N~w "¥ork, ~rilw.er~t1 1955);
Vol. II, p. 251.
•• Ibid.
~~
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(f) For Bultrnann 'Scripture is important to theological arguments
onty to the extent it provides the paradigmatic instances of expressions
of faith's' self understanding' .m But Bultmann also uses: Scripture
to validate and to back up his theological conclusions; However, the
usage is mainly as paradigmatic instances of mera of faithcin the past.
To sum up, while Bultmanfirejects the A-iand A-ii ilnderstanding
of Biblical authority, he consistendy uses it as illuminating 'relational
autl;iority: B-i. Occasionally he alsf~ understands it as 'validating rela·
tional authority'.
I

(iii) C. H. Dodd
.
Prof. Dodd ha5 been chosen because of his own . contribution
and because of his representative position' of many of th!! British
scholars till the 60s of this century. The most important contrib4Hon
of Dodd to our problem is in his The Authority of the Bible. . . · · . ·
(a) Dodd takes the biblical critical to~)S v~ry seriously and believes
that the use of the Bible as. a dogmatic authority has been adequately
challenged by criticisms. Criticism· has shown that the Bible 'merely'
mediates ·the Word of God and that its decisive value' is discovered
in one's religious Experience. TherefoJ::e, as reviewer his .rightiy
remarked 'one who is seeking in, the Bible an eXt:ernal and infallible
authority Will get little comfort from Prof. Dod9'.88 Dod4 dearly
and categorically rejects any objective' authority of' the Bible as an
intrinsic property or as. based upon its. infallible caaracter through
identifying it with the W ofd of God.
..
·· · ·
(b) On.the contrary, Dodd can affirm that 'the criterion lies within
ourselves in the. response .'of our spirit to ~he Spirit ~at .utters itself
in the Scriptures'.89 'The inner witness of the Holy Spirit',· of which
the Reformers spoke, ::he a4ds, 'is in' effed: the 'subjective' cnterion
of which we are speaking'. 40 In the Preface P,e clearly bases the ipeasU:re
of any authority of the Bible upon 'its direct religj()us value, ·'Open to
discovery in experience';41 Almost at the close of the booft'he contends
,~.'All through our -study it has been clear that ~nything .w¢ can say
·
about revelation is relative to the minds that receive :i~! ·. No. ··where is the truth given in such purely ''objective" fonri that
can find a self-subsistent external a~thority." · , ·:;· ·. ·'

a

we

(c) But. Dodd's calling for the 'reception' .of th~ reader. 6t for
'discovery 'in experience' is·. t~wards something ·m~c~ more than_ a
mere private and individual ap'prehebsion;~ :. For he ·points' o:Ut · that
·a religious man is not one who has some·.private 'exp'erience'r'bu.t one
who takes all life in a religious way'. Elsewhere, he says, 'the Scriptures ••. are the authoritative record of the act of God by which He
I
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C. H. Dodd, Authority of tliB Bible,' (Nilw York, Fra.rper and Row,· Rud.
8 :ff.
'
' .
aa Quoted in McDonald, op. cit., p. 312.
ae Dodd, op. cit:, p. 296•'
·
AD Ibid., p. 287.
11 Bible Today (Cambridge, C.U.P., 1946), p. 8.
87

E~., 1960), p.
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es!_ablished relations betw~en Himself an~ the Church as the people of
God, the terms upon which that status 1s granted and the obligation
it entails'. .
·
-·
This implies that for Dodd that individual who is called tci experience 'the values' an,d authority of the bible is one within #le Church
and ·one whose eXistence is forinulated_in terms cif the tradition._
(d) Therefore, it m.ay not ,be· prope~ to describe Dodd's -c~n~pt
of biblical authority purdy as 'subjective'. . Its authority lies at the
intersection of the divinely guided objective events in hisWry as
recorded in the scripturet;; and the sqbjective appropriation of a divinely
illumi.n~d mind tha~ is sustained. by_ the community of faith. lie
calls thi!; ~he two fold pro~ess. and herein his position is very similar
tp that ofWilliam Temple's ·understanding of revelation in his Nature,
JV!an/tnd God. 42 Temple argues that i~ is wrong to confuse the authority
of revelation with that of its medium.· The true nature of revelation
entirely prevents the authority from being d¢cisive for any person other
than the one who participates in. the disclosure. The medium is
authoritarive in so far as it ev~k~ the apprehension in the believer. ,
· ,· (e) Dodd is very critical of·the liberal understanding of the idea
of progressive revelation and that of 'degrees of authority'. But he
refers ·to the importance of the continuity and growth of tradition
through the ongoing experience of the people of God. Tradition
is here understood as transmission which creates the necessary context
for-the authentic religious experience of revelation today. Progressive.
r~velation :is a notion that, rightly understood, _shows us a whole
process !of reception and transmission of divine revelation through
succession of events and in broad lines of development within which
there are conflicts . and cross currents; Hence. to understand and
interpret the data of the Bible 'we need to have 'the whole process
Qefore us'. 48
·

4. Biblical Authority and Radical Theologies
Among those· who are called the ra,dical theologians of our ·time,
in particular since 1960, Bishop J. A. T: Robinson is the only biblical
scholar. · It ~s not· wrong to say that almost all others are more concerned about tl;le meaning of faith' in the contemporary- world than
aboutthe plai::e and authority of the Bible as a formative factor of faith.
Even Bishop· 'Robinson, in his radical Writings, has not much to say
about the role of the Bible. Therefore, it is very· difficult to make
any systematic analysis of their position.
·
{i) The. Theolbgians .of the ~inguis_tic Analytical -Tradition
Both Bishop iiln Ramsey and! Fred Ferre'have made ~orne contributions to the discussion of .our problem.
(a) For the linguistic analysts the 'Bible', like the 'laws of natilre',
has no objective validity but is,a useful guide to living and an eXpression
,; , u W. 'femple, Nature;, Man and God (London, Macmillan, 1940), Ch; XII,
and XIII.
, .,•. ·c. H. Dodd, AuthOrity of the -Bible; p. 229 f.
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of self-commitment and decision. Any biblical statement of any
doctrine, . for example, the biblical affirmation of God as creator,
is only a self-involving acknowledgement of one's creaturely status or
one's experience of dependence. Fred Ferre says that .the authorita,tive role of the Bible is not in its objective ~planation of ~eality as .such
but r.ather in its provision of a total-life orientation in terms of an object
of ultimate concern and devotion. 44
.
For Bishop Ramsey, it is only within the contelct of conir:nitment
and a disclosure situation that the Biblical statement could become
meaningful. 46
•
· (b) The functional analysts of our time say that the religious propositions of the Bible are neither true or false in themselves. But when
they function as 'assertions to announce allegiance' to a penion Jesus
Christ or as 'providing a new mode of existence,' or as 'expression and
evaluation of worship and commitment', then they are meaningful and.
authoritative. 48
As such the theologians with the linguistic analytical bent will
reject A-i and A-ii; while they accept the Biblical authority to validate
one's statement about one's experience and commitment, it cannot be
used as validating argument about 'reality', as B-ii. This means the
closest dimension ·of Biblical authority that they could get te is B-i,
the illuminating relational authority.
r, · ..

(ii) Death of Ood Theologians and other Radicals
(a) The concern of most of the radicals is not being in accordance
with the Bible at all. In a sense the radical theologians who is estranged
from God and who affirms his death is also alienated from the Bible.
William Hamilton brings this out clearly when he says:
. 'The theologian is alienated from the Bible, just as he. is alienated
from God and the Church. This alienation may not last.
If it doesn't last, fine. If it does la8t, the theologian Will have
some piercing questions to ask of himself'.''
(b) Bishop Robinson, who s~arted his career as a ~ew Testament
Professor, uses · historical criticism to demonstrate that the Bible can
have no relevance unless through critical study ,and processes, such
as demythologisation, we are enabled to approach it from where we
are as modern men. He claims that the Bible may and must be understood from within the world view that characterizes modern man's
innermost thought.
·
Secondly, for Robinson as for C. H; Dodd, · biblical authority can
be found only in the context of experience. V0r 'the revelation disdoses itself as the depth and meanmg of relationship'.(S To ask men
" Fred Fem~, Language Logic and God, (New York, Harper, 1961).
.,u I. Ramsey, Religious Language, (New York, Macmillan).
• · :,u I . Barbour, Issues in Science and Religion, (Prentice Hall, Englewood;
1966), pp; 244 ff.
.
. - 17 Quoted in J. C. Cooper, The Roots of Radical Theology, London (Hodder
and Stoughton, 1968), p. 135.
.
·, n J. A. T.Robinson, The New Reformation (London, S.C.M.196S), p. 40.
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to believe in the biblical message as authoritative 'before they see it for
themselves as the definition of their experience and the depth of their
relationship, is to ask what to this generation, with its schooling in an
empirical approach to everything, seems .increaliingly hollow'. 49 ·. ·
(c) Others, ·in particular theologians of the 'secular', do not find
any objective authority in the Bible, nor do they use it for illpminating
their self-understailding. But they do not hesitate to uSe various
concepts of the Bible to warrant and to validate their theological con':'
elusions. At times their handling of the biblical material is very naive
without any serious research through historical-critical methods.

Conclusion
.Our study has shown that, except for some of the radical theologians
of the 1960s, almost all theologians have accepted that the Bible is
authbritative in some sense or other. We have also seen that their
very different understandings of Biblical authority can be grouped within
two basic aspects: the dimension of authority as intrinsic property, and
the dimension of authority in relational terms. It has also become
evident that since 1800 A.D. there has been increasingly greater
challenge to Biblical authority in the A-i sense.
The claim of absolute and sole authority in doctrinal matters in
Protestant Churches is a dubious and dangerous one.' It is dubious
because if one is honest, one has to accept that the ultimate authority
fcir Protestants is not and never has been Scripture alone, bu( Scripture
as interpreted in the tradition of their denomination or school of thought.
·The Report of the 4th World Conference of Faith and Order, (Montreal
1963) brings out this point quite clearly. 50 It is also dubious, for it is~
claim to have a 'direct access' to the Bible, ignoring two thousand and
more years of history of interpretation. Even the affirmation that 'this
much is the Bible and no more' is part of the tradition of the Church.
A concept of the Bible apart from the tradition that limited it through a
canon is a myth, . and therefore to claim any absolute and ·objective
authority for the Bible is dubious.
It is also dangerous because it denies the fact that authority belongs
only to God and turns the Christian 'Faith mto a 'religion of a book'.
Authority is personal and relational. It can never be attributed to a
~~

.

..

Our discussion has also shown us that, in the course of Christian
thought since 1800, there is a growing affirmation of the type of authority identified in this paper as illuminating relational authority. I
supmit for our discussion the proposal that it is this un~erstanding of
biblical authority that is relevant and meaningful in our ·context in
India today. On the one hand it will be akin to the general 'indian
religious attitude to the Scriptures and to the earlier Christian.heritage
expressed in the writings of men like Chenchiah. On the other hand,
it will save us from. the reductioniStic ·tendencies seen in men like
Chakkarai, in his attitude to the Old Testament, for example.
U.fbid.
Go

London, S.C.M. 1964, pp. 53 f.
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The biblical books have a special place, a special· dignity and certainly
a·chronological priority over later texts dealing with the same·material.
But all these alike have value only as instrumental arid mediating
agents of the revelation of God. In a sense therefore,. the category
importance may be more appropriate today with reference to the Bible
than the much misused .and misunderstood· term authority.· This
concept of 'importance' is from a contemporary p,hilosophic;.al sc~oo.,
namely the Whiteheadi;m Process School, and it has been very successfully used as a concept to expound the .<finaW:y .of Christ' ,by Norman
Pittenger. 51 It will be worthwhile to explore whether itcould bring
out the Christian concerns of biblical decisiveness to modern man.
In Whiteheadian Philosophy, an occasion is said to be important
,
when
,
.'It occurs with£n a continuing process of events, provides illumination
of what has g~e before, speaks to us now with a special impressiveness, and offers new ways ofunderstanding what is happening
.·r
in .consequent history.'52

lmportatice, in Whiteheadian thought, is a category that refers· to
the impressiveness and decisiveness of an event or occasion that (a)
illuminates what has happened _in the past; (b) offers~~ 'particular ~tance'
or perspective to understand what goes on now _in tl;le present; (c)
provides new opportunity and possibilities for _the fut1Jre; _and (d) can
be understood only in the context of -a cont~uing process of ;events;
and it can never be seen in itself, in isolation :trom a whole range of
events.
We are drawn to an event and we are brought to respond to it,
because 'it possesses a compelling quality tbat .demands our attention'.
This understanding of importance' involves on the one hand an affirmation of objectivity of the event in its evoking an u·nderstanding and response in those who come in cont_act with it; ·on the other hand : it also
affirms an element of subjectivity, in that, apart from our active response
to the event, it cannot serve its· function. Hence, in a discussion of
the importance of an event, the h~arer'shistorical situation and personal
values are also taken seriously. Importance, }Vhe_n applied to a person
or an event, simultaneously affirms bqth the objective and decisive
impressiveness of the entity concerned and the subjective response
apart from which 'the impressiveness'
has no functional
va\u_e.
.
.
,,! ,
. _All that has been said about an event can also be said iibout the
Bible. I submit therefore that the word importance in the sens.edescribed above is more adequate to express the contemporary understanding
of the decisive role of the Bible for modem man· than the word
rz.uthoiity. _
-·
·
· For the word 'authority' does signify a kind of intrinsic power 'to
constrain belief and as such does not provide :adequate room for free
personal response. If divine revelation 'has ' place only withiii th~
' .Christology Rec~ed, (London, S.C.M., 1970).
Ibid., p. 100 (Italics mine). Also see A. N. Whitehead, Modes ofThrmght,
(New York, Free PI:ess, 1968 edn),
1-19.
11
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relationship of person to person', then there can be no objective
constraining of belief within a personal mode of God's self-giving love.
Moreover, the concept of authority as applied to the Bible has often
betrayed various que~tionable presuppositions. For example, it
implies_the presupposition that any statement or statements can. objectively contain ~truth' for all time. _As Gordon Kaufmann puts it,
'A _historical being simply .does not have available some "absolute"
truth, self-identical for,all time and eternity'. 63 Nor can a historically
conditioned book be a mere 'receptacle' of universal truth. The concept of authority also seems to suggest a kind of 'power over us as
something external to our own personality'. As Wheeler Robinson
suggests, the Bible or Church can have power 'not until they are freely
aclmitted to (one's) ipn~r citadel of ,the will'; and only then 'they are
transformed into the self-evidencing presence of God'. 64 Also the
w~n;l-; 'authority' has an exclusive connotation of limiting lhe decisive
self-giving of Gqd only to the Bible, and, as a consequence, often the
Bible is not seen as a part of an ongoing process of divine self-revelation, the living ~adition of God's activity among all his people.
It is in this context that I propose that the word importance, (when
used with caution and with the content briefly indicated above put
into it) can properly express the genuine concerns of the older concept
of authority without leading into the danger of reducing the Bible into
a coercive instrument that externally_ constrains belief.
It is conceded that the development of the concept of importance
as an alternate to -that of authority is yet to be done. Yet it is obvious
that'Process thought offers this pregnant _category for a coiltem.Porary
understanding of the decisiveness of the Bible for us today. - .

.. 6 & 'G. Kau1,'mann, Systematic, Theology: A Historicist Per_spu;tive, (New
York, Scribners, 1968), p. 329. ·
6-4 H. Wheeler Robinson; The Christian E~peiience of the Holy Spirit, (London, Collins, 1962 Fontana edn.), p. 94.
:
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